TOWN OF WENTWORTH NEW HAMPSHIRE
OFFICE OF THE SELECTMEN
Meeting Minutes
October 9, 2018

Selectmen Present: Ray Youngs, Morgan Currier, and Doug Campbell

Meeting opened 6:04 pm

Payroll – each gets signed on the bottom

Public notice had to be corrected and reposted

Paul Davis, Sr requested to be paid for the work he did in the parks (result of the July storm)
It was asked and confirmed that the parks are open to the general public
The decision was made to look into paying Paul Davis, Sr / what effect on FEMA payment to Town

Dan Brown – new owner of the racetrack
20 Oct from 12:00 to 4:00 pm practice on the track – one car at a time, approx: 30 to 40 people expected to attend
Do police department presence needed
Need fire and ambulance on scene – approved by Chief Ames

Doug Campbell requested to step down as Chair of the SelectBoard – will discuss further

Signed/Reviewed:
Payroll & Accounts Payable
Voter ID Law & Proof of voter identity instructions
Warrant for General Elections
Workers comp Law / Primex Risk Management
Winnipesaukee Drug Consortium Services LLC Annual fees 2019 pricing sheet
Administrative job posting and newspaper posting
Concerta Drug Pool random selection
Septic approval for operation M/L 10-1-11
Corrected: Newspaper article for Public Hearing Notice (no charge to Town)
Health Trust Email contact list of third party was compromised – Notice
Intent to Cut, M/L 5-7-6/5-8-2 (new boundary lines have not been updated in Avitar), plan #15594
Application for Operation of racetrack license, Mr. Daniel W. Bowne
Primex Insurance – follow up regarding Bonded positions
Selectmen's meeting corrections, 9/11/18 & 9/18/18 NP #6 (per Selectman Youngs)
NHDES – Testing Lead in Drinking Water in schools and daycares

Approved 2/1/2019

[Signature]

[Signature]
WPD Activity Log

10-09-2018

WPD took a missing persons report last week. The missing person was accounted for by WPD and did not wish for the reporting parties to be made aware of his whereabouts due to an ongoing harassment issue. The reporting party was made aware and the case closed.

WPD assisted the Wentworth Warren Ambulance on a medical call in Wentworth where a resident was transported to the hospital.

WPD checked on a suspicious vehicle/person at the Wentworth Elementary School early one morning, prior to school, which resulted in that person being arrested and charged with motor vehicle offenses and other charges may also be brought at a later date and time. Please note that this was a proactive arrest and not a reactive arrest. This is the benefit of having an officer on patrol.

WPD took part in two drills at the WES over the last two weeks as well as a school safety meeting. One was a school bus evacuation drill and the other was a lock down drill. Both were executed without incident and documented.

WPD conducted a welfare check on two minors that were unaccounted for at the WES. A follow up by WPD concluded that the two students were no longer in Wentworth and that information was passed onto the WES principal.

The WPD handled an abandoned vehicle complaint from a Wentworth resident. The matter was processed in accordance with the Removal of Abandoned Vehicle statute and the vehicle was later towed.

WPD posted Winter Parking Ban Signs for us.